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joined part of the Scottish rebel forces at Kelso, invaded
England, were rounded up at Preston, and surrendered
without a blow. The Battle of Sheriffmuir, where both
Mar and Argyll claimed the victory, prevented the Scots ad-
vancing South. James landed in Scotland in January, 1716,
and marched to Perth, to find a meagre following of 4,000
awaiting him. He immediately evacuated the town, and
early in the next month he and Mar fled to France: the rising
then collapsed,
There were many reasons for the failure of the rising. fails Realise
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The Jacobites in France had been well watched by the French "
servants of the Earl of Stair, the English representative in sup?"Jt>
Paris, and had been made impotent by their lack of organi-
sation and their inability to keep their plans secret.   The
Regent in France,  anxious to prevent  the  accession of
Philip V to the French throne/ wished to retain the friend-
ship of England and could not afford to risk alienating the
English  Government:  he therefore had the   ammunition
which had been collected at Havre for the use of the Pretender
unloaded.    Without   considerable   foreign   assistance,   the
Jacobites could not hope for success.    Their chief strength |^J ^as
was in the Highlands, but there the devotion of the High- p< *t except
landers to their chieftains left everything dependent on lands;
the attitude of the chiefs.    These were divided, for Argyll (3) 5° clans
°-       are divided;
was actively loyal and Atholl was too jealous of Mar to
support the rising.    Mar took action largely because he had
been deprived of his office as secretary in 1714, and he was
quite inefficient.   James landed in Scotland when the rising M^ risilis
was almost ended, and he was uninspiring in appearance and efficient
in character.   The English Jacobites had been very reluctant ^ ^\%n&
to take action until they saw a real prospect of success, and is apathetic.
owing to the zealous collection of information in France
by the Earl of Stair, their actions were closely watched.
The number of rebels in England was therefore very small,
and those in Scotland were also too few to maintain any pro-
longed resistance.   Everything depended upon that swift and
secret action which the inefficiency of Mar, the lukewarmaess
of the Jacobites and the watchfulness of Stair made impossible.
* See pp. 49-5*-

